
Session 7 - Ending well

As writers, we want to give our readers a satisfying ending. A great final scene or line is one of 
the surest ways to win a reader’s heart and keep them coming back for whatever we write next. 
Great last lines stick with us. And while narrative can do the job, dialogue packs the most final 
finesse of all the tools in your writer’s toolbox.

Part of dialogue’s power—as we’ve been learning this past month—is that a well crafted line 
can multi-task. You can give your reader a reinforcement of character, a laugh, and a look into 
the future all in one sentence—something that would be tough to accomplish in narrative. As 
readers, we want to know our hero has changed, our heroine has found her heart’s match, our 
protagonist has seen justice served, our sleuth has solved the mystery, etc. All this is true, but 
the thing we really want to know (even if we don’t realize it), is that the characters we’ve come 
to love are going to be okay. That they’ll get what they need to be happy, even if they don’t quite 
have it yet. That’s why dialogue can serve up the most powerful endings—it’s the most closely 
connected to our characters.

Does that mean your main character has to deliver the final line? In my opinion, yes. Readers 
want their send off back into the real world to come from the characters they’ve been rooting for 
throughout the story. A second option is to have the final line be about your main character or 
said to your character. Of course, final lines of scenes or chapters don’t carry quite that weight, 
so you can get more creative.  But it’s my belief that if you’re going to use dialogue to end your 
book (and it is one of my favorite ways to do so), it should come from—or at least be delivered 
to—your main character. Again, you may choose differently. 

Remember this applies to scenes and chapters, not just the final page. Here’s one of my 
favorite examples of ending a scene—and a long action sequence—with a great line from Isabel 
Allende’s Zorro:

With a swift lunge he drew blood on Moncada’s left arm, barely a scratch but in 
exactly the same spot as he himself had been wounded during their duel.  Moncada 
grunted with surprise and pain.

“Now we are even,” Diego said, as he executed an attack that flicked Moncada’s 
sword from his hands.

His enemy was at his mercy.  With his right hand he clasped the wounded arm 
just at the tear in his jacket, now stained with a thread of blood.  He was beside 
himself, with rage more than fear.  Diego touched the tip of his sword to Moncada’s 
chest, as if to run him through, but instead smiled amiably.

“For the second time, I have the pleasure of sparing your life, Senior Moncada.  I 
hope this will not become a habit,” he said, lowering his sword.

The third paragraph run-up to this line is emotionally charged and action-packed. This makes 
the controlled elegance of Diego’s (who will become Zorro) line all the more wonderful. We fall 
in love with Zorro’s wit and honor just a little bit more by the end of the scene. 

Final lines should sparkle. Don’t settle for ordinary. Take a week to craft them if you have to, 
because they must be perfect. They should have power, inducing a smile or a tear. If your 
character has a lot to say, break it up with a beat of action so that your final line gets to stand 
alone.



For another literary example, I’ll offer up Diana Gabaldon’s exquisite final declaration from 
Jamie Fraser in The Firey Cross from her Outlander series. This is a complex sentence wisely 
broken up by a beat of action, and it remains my favorite final line of all time:

Jamie’s hand lay still on mine. It tightened a little, and I glanced at him, but his eyes were 
still fixed somewhere past the dooryard; past the mountains and the distant clouds.  His 
grip tightened further, until I felt the edges of my ring press into my flesh.

“When the day shall come that we do part,” he said softly and turned to look at me,“If my 
last words are not ‘I love you’—ye’ll ken it was because I didna have time.” 

There are a number of reasons why this works so well.  One is the poetic nature of Jamie 
Fraser’s speech, even though he is a battle-worn warrior. The language is formal, appropriate 
for the historical nature of the novel, but fitting because the difference between time-traveler 
contemporary Claire and highlander Jamie is the basis of the entire series. In my view, it’s a 
particular point of brilliance that the final word is time, because time is such a crucial element in 
all the books.

Our cinematic example probably won’t come as a surprise to any of you: Rick’s iconic remark to 
Louis as they walk down that foggy tarmac in Cassablanca:

"Louis, I think this is the beginning of a beautiful friendship.”

Video clip (if you want to watch it): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kiNJcDG4E0

It’s short and sweet, lyrical even. Eminently quotable. It could have been said by Louis to Rick, 
but it’s much better that Rick says it to Louis. Why? Because it lets us know that Rick will go on 
without the love of his life, that he’s found an ally in Louis, and that he’ll be okay. As readers (or 
in this case viewers), we need to know that.

One note: If your book is from first person point of view, your final line behaves like dialogue, so 
it doesn’t have to actually be words spoken to or from the character. But treat it like dialogue as 
you craft it—make sure it packs a punch and feels like something said directly to us.

Homework: Share the final line from one of your favorite books (not one of your own). Think 
about why you love the line.  Then see if you can’t emulate one of those lines in a chapter- or 
book-ending line of your own.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kiNJcDG4E0

